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ABSTRACT 
 
 
 

This thesis evaluates and presents streaming server 
solutions in terms of price and performance with focus on 
delivering high quality video movies over broadband.  

 
The general results that have been found are that Darwin 

Streaming Server for Linux is recommended for a distributed 
solution with many nodes in the network where large 
distribution cost per movie is acceptable, Darwin Streaming 
Server for Windows is not recommended and Windows 
Media 9 Series is recommended in distributions where few 
servers can be used in the streaming network and low cost per 
delivered object is highly desirable. 

 
Keywords: Video-on-Demand, streaming, streaming server 
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CHAPTER 1 – INTRODUCTION 

1.1  Background 
Video-on-Demand has for some time been considered to be the next major application for 

the broadband connected home. So far it has not been a full success despite the large profits that 
can be made on taking a piece of the home entertainment industry. One major problem has been 
that that the broadband infrastructure has not been developed as fast as it was first predicted 
which has given a smaller customer segment. Another big problem has been that the technology 
needed for providing Video-on-Demand and streaming media products has been too poor and 
expensive to give a Video-on-Demand system that can generate enough quality. Despite the 
problems so far has The Yankee Group predicted that the number of Video-on-Demand 
Subscribers in the United States will increase to 20.4 Million in 2005. [6, p 19]  

 
As we all know, the computer hardware industry is almost constantly making progress in 

terms of providing better, cheaper and faster technology. This provides computer hardware with 
better performance for lower prices both within people’s homes and in the Video-on-Demand 
delivering companies. Also the software companies that develop applications and compression 
techniques that are needed for Video-on-Demand systems have made large progress. This 
makes the chance of succeeding considerable better today and in the near future than ever 
before. 

 
A few of the significant advantages that Video-on-Demand gives are presented below. 
 

• Possibility for a user to access media whenever he or she wants to, without waiting 
for a set time when the media is broadcasted. 

 
• No need for a user to leave home for renting a movie. 

 
• Cheaper large-scale distribution for Media Distributors. 

 
• Possibility for more user interaction and experience. 

 
• Possibility to market related merchandize as set-top-boxes. 

 
The possibilities for Video-on-Demand are extensive and few doubt that its success will 

come, changing the way we obtain, use and experience media in the future. 

1.2 The SOFA Project 
This thesis is performed in Oslo, Norway around a project which is called SOFA in 

cooperation with two companies, Bluecom and Escenic. The project goal is to deliver Video-on-
Demand services to broadband users. Below follows a short description of the companies’ main 
focus. 

Bluecom is an ISP (Internet Service Provider) in Norway and delivers mainly ADSL to 
Norwegian customers. Bluecom wishes to be able to deliver more services to their broadband 
customers than fast Internet. Video-on-Demand shall be one of the major services that shall be 
provided.  

Escenic is the leading Web Content Management systems provider in the Norwegian 
market and also has many international customers. Escenic will design and implement the 
major components for content management in the SOFA project. 

1.3 Problem Definition 
A major problem for companies that want to develop and use Video-on-Demand 

applications is that there exist several competitive solutions for building a Video-on-Demand 
system. Although some comparisons of technologies have been made, for example in PC 
Magazine [1], remains the problem that no full evaluation of the newest major technologies is 
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available. PC Magazine’s evaluation is mainly focused on image quality and what 
technological possibilities the different platforms have while this thesis will focus on other 
evaluations. 

 
This thesis will help in providing clarity in a part of this problem. Below is the research 

question that this thesis will provide answer to: 
 

• What major Video-on-Demand streaming servers are best at giving a good solution 
in terms of cost and performance? 

 
Cost is meant to be the cost of buying the streaming server software and the fee for 

distributing media in a format that is possible to use for that server software and suitable for 
Video-on-Demand applications. Cost does not include calculations of maintenance cost. 

Performance is meant to be the maximum number of concurrent clients that can access 
media by streaming from the server without causing the server to malfunction or degrade 
streaming quality. Performance will also be evaluated by testing how the server connection 
capacity will change depending on how much memory and processing power that is available.  

All evaluation will be focused on streaming video since this is the application that is most 
performance demanding. Focus will lie on distributing video media with near-DVD quality. 

 
Focus has been lied upon these two factors since they are very important for deciding 

which streaming server to use. Evaluation of other things as image quality, security etc. has not 
been possible to do because of time constraints and in some cases has proper hardware not been 
available. 

1.4 Method Description 
Initial literature studies have been performed to see what alternative techniques for Video-

on-Demand are available and what components are essential for a fully functional Video-on-
Demand system.  

Interviews with persons that have knowledge within the streaming industry have been 
performed by using predefined questions that sometimes lead to further questions depending on 
the given answer. Focus on the interviews have lied on which streaming servers that are 
considered to be the best in the market today. With help of the gathered information has a 
requirement specification stating the requirements that shall be met on a broadband Video-on-
Demand system been outlined. 

Price evaluation has been performed by finding information about which costs surround 
Video-on-Demand streaming servers and distribution and how large they are. Information has 
been found by searching information on the Internet and contacting resellers of software and 
format licensing companies. 

Performance evaluation has been performed by testing selected streaming servers by using 
available testing tools. The tests have been focused on how many concurrent connections the 
software can handle on two different hardware specifications, one single processor computer 
and one dual processor computer. The tests have been performed in such a way that no 
bandwidth restrictions have occurred.  

 

1.5 Thesis Outline 
Chapter 1 introduces and defines the research question, describes the issues surrounding 

the thesis work and describes the methods used. 
Chapter 2 provides a short overview of the Video-on-Demand and streaming server area. If 

the reader is well acquainted with the domain may this chapter be skipped. 
Chapter 3 contains the selection of evaluated streaming servers and cost evaluation. 
Chapter 4 contains the performance evaluations. 
Chapter 5 discusses and compares the results with other results that have been found. 
Chapter 6 provides a discussion of under which circumstances the different streaming 

servers can be recommended. 
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CHAPTER 2 - OVERVIEW OF VIDEO-ON-DEMAND 
AND STREAMING SERVERS 
 

This chapter provides an overview of what Video-on-Demand is, what applications it has, 
what classifications of Video-on-Demand exists and what place streaming servers has in the 
domain. If the reader is well acquainted with the streaming domain may this chapter be 
skipped. 

2.1 What is Video-on-Demand? 
Video-on-Demand is in some cases also referred to as Streaming Media or Media-on-

Demand, the latter is in a sense is a better name since Video-on-Demand is a service in which 
high-speed data services (such as xDSL or fibre) are used to provide customers with streaming 
content, for example video entertainment but also television programs, and music. [2]  

 
Video-on-Demand has many applications; the most important ones are listed below. 
 

• Media entertainment distribution on demand (Music, TV, film, news etc.) 
• Media entertainment broadcast distribution (Radio, concerts etc.) 
• Interactive Education (Distance learning, on line lectures etc.) 
• Internet and Intranet information channel (In Companies and Organizations) 
• Video Games 

[4, p 32] 
 
Video-on-Demand offers a whole new approach to media on the Internet and other 

networks. Instead of waiting for the whole file to be downloaded to a user before playback 
begins, occurs playback as the file is being transferred. The data travels across the network, is 
played and then discarded. [5, p 30] 

2.2 Classifications of Video-on-Demand  
Based on the level of interactivity, is Video-on-Demand services classified into several 

categories. 
 

• Live Broadcast (No-VoD) services similar to broadcast TV but is transported over 
a network as the Internet. The user is a passive participant and has no control over 
the session.  

 
• Pay-per-view (PPV) services in which the user signs up and pays for a specific 

program that starts at different preset times.  
 

• Quasi Video-on-Demand (Q-VoD) services, in which users are grouped based on 
a threshold of interest. Users can perform at the simplest level temporal control 
activities by switching to a different group.  

 
• Near video-on-demand (N-VoD) services in which functions like forward and 

reverse are simulated by transitions in discrete time intervals (on the order of 5 
minutes). This capability can be provided by multiple channels with the same 
programming skewed in time.  

 
• True Video-on-Demand (T-VoD) services, in which the user has complete control 

over the session presentation. The user has full-function VCR (virtual VCR) 
capabilities, including forward and reverse play, freeze, and random positioning. 
This service has one unique streaming to every client that is granted access to the 
media which means that several customers can start watching the media whenever 
wanted, see figure 2-1. To be able to compete with the VCR system it is essential 
that the advantages of this kind of Video-on-Demand are provided. 
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Figure 2-1: A True Video-on-Demand System 

 

 [3] 
From now on in this thesis, Video-on-Demand is synonymously referred to a True Video-

on-Demand system.  

2.3 Streaming Servers 
It is possible to stream content from an ordinary web server which main use is to deliver 

HTML and images over HTTP. TCP/IP is used as the transport layer over the Internet and the 
files are downloaded to the web browser as fast as the system allows. TCP incorporates flow 
control to manage download rate. There is no predetermined rate for the delivery. TCP will 
increase the data rate until network packet loss indicates that the network is congested and the 
rate will back off.  

A streaming server is especially developed for streaming and has several additional 
functions over a web server: 

 
• Real-time flow control 
• Intelligent stream switching 
• Interactive clip navigation 

 
A streaming server generally also has the following possibilities: 
 

• Multicast support 
• Improved server hardware utilization 
• Support for live webcasting 

 
[4, p 202-203] 
 

2.3.1 Distributed Streaming Server Architecture 
The first part in the network between a streaming server and the consumer is between the 

server and the public Internet. This part is called the “first mile”. The problem faced with the 
first mile is that to be able to handle a lot of unicast streams a high amount of bandwidth is 
needed here. The first mile easily becomes a bottleneck in the network architecture. 

The Internet is often the next part in the network architecture. It is hard to stream content 
through the Internet because it is hard to assure Quality of Service (QoS). Streams will be 
transported through public networks where stream connections can degrade to the point of 
being unusable. 
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Because of the problems described it is better to have a distributed solution where 
streaming servers are placed on the “last mile”, i.e. where the ISP (Internet Service Provider) 
has better chances on securing QoS. [10] (Figure 3-1). 

 

 
Figure 2-2: A distributed Video-on-Demand architecture 

 
 
The main streaming server is where media files are first put. Depending on the distribution 

schema chosen, are files distributed to edge servers that are placed in the net, closer to the 
clients that shall access the content.  

 
There are disadvantages with a distributed solution in form of larger investments in 

streaming server hardware and possibly software. Distribution of the media must be managed, 
large amounts of data must be stored on many places in the net and management of multiple 
servers must be handled. Advantages besides that we can in a larger extent ensure enough 
bandwidth capacity to the customer is that the servers will share the burden of the connected 
customers. It is however best to have streaming servers that can handle as many connections as 
possible because if the need for sharing the client burden between many servers is reduced, the 
cost of streaming server software, hardware and maintenance will decrease. [8] 
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CHAPTER 3 - COST EVALUATION 
 
This chapter contains cost evaluation of different streaming servers. Limitations have been 

made on which solutions that have been evaluated and tested. There are mainly three streaming 
media software manufacturers in the industry, Apple, Microsoft and RealNetworks. It has been 
chosen to evaluate the mentioned company’s streaming platforms and their corresponding 
technologies since these are without question the main players in the industry. [5, p 42] This 
has also been confirmed in interviews with Pontus Eklöf, System Developer at Real Life 
Productions in Stockholm and Truls Baklid, Business Developer at Firstmover in Oslo, both 
well acquainted within the streaming domain. The interviews were aimed at getting to know 
what streaming servers they use and which one are the main candidates for evaluation. 

The following requirements have been set on the streaming servers to be considered for 
evaluation: 

 
• Possibility to stream to one or more of the clients Windows Media Player 9, 

QuickTime Player 6 and Real One Player. 
• Possibility of using DRM (Digital Rights Management) systems with the 

streaming server. 
• Possibility to use the server in a distributed Video-on-Demand architecture. 

 
The platforms that has been looked at closer and evaluated are: 
 

• Apple (Open Source): Darwin 4 Streaming Server on Red Hat Linux 
• Apple (Open Source): Darwin 4 Streaming Server on Windows 
• RealNetworks: Helix Universal Server 
• Microsoft: Windows Media 9 Series 

3.1 Darwin Streaming Server 4 on Red Hat Linux 
Darwin Streaming Server 4 is an open source streaming server which is based on the same 

code as Apple's QuickTime Streaming Server and can be run on Mac OS X, Red Hat Linux, 
Solaris 8 and Windows NT Server/Windows 2000/2003 Server. [13] 

Since Red Hat Linux can be downloaded and used for free and Darwin Streaming Server is 
open source and can be used freely is the cost for the streaming software zero. The reason for 
Apple to distribute and develop its streaming server via open source can only be guessed about 
but probably they want low development costs and that users use the Mac OS X operating 
system to run the server. 

 
Darwin has support for streaming MPEG-4, which is the main MPEG streaming format for 

video applications. [12] According to Lawrence A. Horn, Vice President at MPEG-LA, which 
is the company that is handling MPEG licensing, will Video-on-Demand services that uses 
MPEG-4 as delivering format cost U.S. $0.24 per delivered object to each and every customer 
or U.S. $0.02 per hour of delivered content to each and every customer. However the first 
50 000 delivered objects per year will be free of charge. Additional costs will occur if encoders 
and decoders must be distributed. 

If we take an example that a film is generally about 2 hours and no encoders or decoders 
will be distributed (as is often the case, for example Apple Quicktime can play the MPEG-4 
format), we have a cost of $0.04 per distributed film. 

 
This gives a software cost of $0.04 per delivered film for the Darwin Streaming Server 

software on Linux (except for the first 50 000 per year) and MPEG-4 as the delivering format. 

3.2  Darwin Streaming Server 4 on Windows 
Darwin Streaming Server on Windows has the same costs for delivering content with 

MPEG-4 as the Linux version has but also has additional costs of buying Windows Server 
licenses.  
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This gives a cost of $0.04 per delivered film for the Darwin Streaming Server software on 
Windows (except for the first 50 000 per year) and MPEG-4 as the delivering format plus 
$1,019 for each needed Windows Server license. [16] 

 

3.3  Helix Universal Server 
Helix Universal Server is provided by Real Networks that has been the major player within 

streaming media for a long time. Helix Universal Server can be run on several operating 
systems, including Windows and Linux [15]. If we chose the Linux alternative, we get an 
operating system software cost of zero. However the cost of the Helix version that has no 
bandwidth limitations software is $ 48,000. [18] This version is needed if the software shall be 
able to deliver over 60 concurrent streams each of 500kBit/s. 

 
Helix Universal Server has possibilities of streaming all major streaming formats including 

MPEG-4, Real Network’s own format Real Media and Windows Media. [14] The cost of 
delivering media using MPEG-4 has previously been stated to $0.02 per hour. The Windows 
Media format gives a cost of $0 per delivered movie. [17] 

 
This gives a cost of $48,000 per server with the Helix Universal Server software on Linux. 
 
Although Helix Universal server provides some functionality that is not available in other 

streaming servers has this high price set ground for the decision to exclude Helix Universal 
Server from further evaluation. It is not possible to be able to build a distributed network of 
streaming servers at an acceptable cost with Real Network’s solution and is best used in 
applications where media of lower quality is streamed. 

3.4  Windows Media 9 Series 
Windows Media 9 Series is provided by Microsoft and their streaming server is included in 

most server versions of Windows and can not be run on any other platforms or purchased 
separately. Windows 2003 Server, Standard edition costs $1,019. [16] 

 
Windows Media 9 Services can only deliver video media using Microsoft’s format 

Windows Media 9. Licensing costs for content distribution is $0 and it costs $0.25 per media 
object that is decoded. [17] Microsoft charges distribution of their decoder, but that is generally 
not necessary to do in a streaming application because clients can use Microsoft’s own client, 
downloaded from Microsoft. 

 
This gives a cost of $0.25 for each film that is decoded for Windows Media 9 series but no 

cost of the delivering of content. Each Windows Media 9 Streaming Server used will give a cost 
of $1,019. 

 

3.5 Cost Overview 
 

Streaming Server Delivery cost/film ($) Server software cost ($) / serv 
Darwin SS on Linux 0.04 (except first 50k) 0 
Darwin SS on Windows 0.04 (except first 50k) 1,019 
Windows Media 9 0 1,019 
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CHAPTER 4 – PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 
 
A requirements specification has been developed in the SOFA project which can be viewed 

in Appendix 1. One specific requirement has been extracted and specifically tested. The results 
are presented in this chapter. The selected requirement is the following: 

 
• PF-7 A main or edge streaming server shall be able to unicast streams to at least 

200 simultaneous connections of requests of the same video file that is decoded at 
500kbit/s and with dimensions 720x576. (page 38, Appendix 2) 

 
This requirement is very important since if a streaming server only can handle few 

simultaneous users will the Video-on-Demand architecture be forced to contain very many 
servers, something which will dramatically increase hardware, maintenance and possibly 
software costs. 

To be able to evaluate if it is any idea to increase the processor power in each streaming 
server were the streaming software tested on both single and double processor servers. Also 
memory and CPU consumption was observed to decide which of them that can be considered a 
performance bottleneck. 

 
The following servers were used during the tests: 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

4.1  Darwin Streaming Server 4 on Linux 
Server1 was booted with Red Hat Linux and Darwin Streaming Server 4 for Windows was 

started and set up to be able to stream a 60 minute long MPEG-4 film decoded at 500 kbps with 
the dimensions 720x576. A standard computer with a gigabit network card was connected to 
server1 via a gigabit cable and booted with Red Hat Linux. Darwin Streaming Load Tool was 
started on the client computer to simulate clients accessing and playing the film set up at 
Server1. The test was run several times to see that similar results were obtained; memory usage 
and processor utilization was also observed. A Media Player (Envivio TV) was also set up at 
the client side to see the content to see that streaming quality was not degraded. Results can be 
observed below. 

ID: Server1 
Processor: AMD 1,2 GHz 
Memory: 1,5 GB DIMM 
Hard Drive: IBM Deskstar 123.5 GB 7200 RPM 
Network card: 10/100/1000 MB 
OS: Red Hat Linux 7.3, Windows 2003 Server 

ID: Server2 
Processors: 2 x AMD Athlon MP2200+ 1,8GHz 266MHz Bus 
Memory: 1,5 GB DIMM 
Network card: 10/100/1000 MB 
Hard Drive: IBM Deskstar 123.5 GB 7200 RPM 
OS: Red Hat Linux 7.3, Windows 2003 Server 
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Figure 4-1: CPU usage for Darwin Streaming Server 4 on Linux on Server1 

 
When the simulator reaches about 248 concurrent playing clients are errors generated 

indicating that no more connections can be handled. When errors are encountered has Server1 
about 1200 MB of physical memory left. 

 
The same test scenario was performed using Server2 which gave the results presented 

below. 
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Figure 4-2: CPU usage for Darwin Streaming Server 4 on Linux on Server2 

 
When the simulator reaches about 345 concurrent playing clients are errors generated 

indicating that no more connections can be handled. When errors are encountered has Server2 
about 1050 MB of physical memory left. 
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4.2  Darwin Streaming Server 4 on Windows 
Server1 was booted with Windows 2003 Server and Darwin Streaming Server 4 for 

Windows was started and set up to be able to stream a 60 minute long MPEG-4 film decoded at 
500 kbps with the dimensions 720x576. A standard computer with a gigabit network card was 
connected to server1 via a gigabit cable and booted with Windows XP. Darwin Streaming Load 
Tool was started to simulate clients accessing and playing the film set up at Server1. The test 
was run several times to see that similar results were obtained and memory usage and processor 
utilization was observed. A Media Player (Apple Quick Time) was also set up to see the 
content to see that streaming quality was not degraded.  
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Figure 4-3: CPU usage for Darwin Streaming Server 4 for Windows on Server1 

 
When the simulator reaches about 227 concurrent playing clients are errors generated 

indicating that no more connections can be handled. When errors are encountered has the 
Server1 about 1100 MB of physical memory left.  

 
The same test scenario was performed using server2 which gave the results presented 

below. 
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Figure 4-4: CPU usage for Darwin Streaming Server 4 for Windows on Server2 

 
When the simulator reaches about 304 concurrent playing clients are errors generated 

indicating that no more connections can be handled. When errors are encountered has the 
computer about 900 MB of physical memory left.  

4.3  Windows Media 9 Series 
Server1 was booted with Windows 2003 Server and Windows Media Server 9 was set up 

to be able to stream a 60 minute long file of type Windows Media that was decoded at 500 kbps 
with the dimensions 720x576. 

 
A standard computer with a gigabit network card was connected to server1 via a gigabit 

cable and booted with Windows XP. Windows Media Load Simulator 9 was started and set to 
test the selected file at server1. The simulator was run several times and observations was made 
on results concerning connected players, memory usage and processor utilization. A Media 
Player (Windows Media Player) was also set up to see the content to see that streaming quality 
was not degraded. Results can be observed below.  
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Figure 4-5: CPU usage for Windows Media 9 on Server1 

 
When the simulator reaches about 287 concurrent playing clients and reaches 100% CPU 

utilization are errors generated stating that no more connections can be handled. When errors 
are encountered has the computer about 800 MB of physical memory left.  

 
The same test scenario was performed using server2 which gave the results presented 

below. 
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Figure 4-6: CPU usage for Windows Media 9 on Server2 

 
When the simulator reaches about 362 concurrent playing clients and reaches 100% CPU 

utilization are errors generated stating that no more connections can be handled. When errors 
are encountered has the computer about 650 MB of physical memory left.  
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4.4  Performance Overview 
 

Streaming Server Max connections Server1 Max connections Server2 
Darwin SS on Linux 248 345 
Darwin SS on Windows 227 304 
Windows Media 9 287 362 
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CHAPTER 5 - DISCUSSION & COMPARISONS 
 
Unfortunately there is not much material publicly available on evaluations of Video-on-

Demand streaming servers concerning price and performance, at least not on the latest versions 
of the best streaming servers. Perhaps this is because these kinds of evaluations have mostly 
been made internally on companies thinking of delivering streaming media applications and is 
not interested in giving competitors access to the gathered information. However, ZD Labs has 
in May 2000 performed tests under contract from Microsoft Corporation on Windows Media 
Server 8 which shows that it can deliver over 9000 concurrent video streams of 22kbps and 
over 2400 concurrent streams of 100kbps.[16] If we compare these results, which are clearly 
not tested for usage of Video-on-Demand services of high quality, we see that the streaming 
server software has a lot lower capacity when media with lower compression rates is streamed.  

 
If we compare the increase in connection possibilities between the single processor 

computer and the dual processor computer used in the tests is there a 39% increase for Darwin 
Streaming Server for Linux, 34% increase for Darwin Streaming Server for Windows and 26% 
increase for Windows Media 9 Series. If these figures are compared to current hardware costs 
is it easy to determine if buying better hardware for Streaming Servers is cost efficient or not. 

 
Between memory utilization and CPU utilization is the latter the main hardware bottleneck 

for the selected Streaming Servers in computers that are equipped with over 1GB of memory 
since the most memory demanding server (Windows Media 9 Series on Server2) does not 
require more memory than that. 

 
This thesis has evaluated an important part of the streaming domain to be able to make 

Video-on-Demand an important application in the future for the broadband connected home.  
With the basis of the information presented it is much easier for companies that are in the 

process of developing their own streaming applications to be able to select which streaming 
server to use and how to distribute servers depending on how their model will look in terms of 
network capacity, number of used servers, number of concurrent users, total number of 
streamed media objects, security issues etc, to get an affordable solution with acceptable 
performance. 

 
It is important that to be able to trust the performance results in this thesis you have to trust 

that the test tools used has a correct implementation. In the Darwin case is this perhaps easier to 
do because the code is open for everyone to see. 
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CHAPTER 6 - CONCLUSION & RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
With the basis on the price and performance evaluations presented in this thesis is 

recommendations on which streaming server software to use be made.  
 
Darwin Streaming Server for Linux has a zero price in terms of server software; however 

costs will increase rapidly if lots of video objects are delivered since the licensing costs for the 
MPEG-4 format is large compared to the Windows Media Video format. 

Performance tests has shown that the software can deliver many concurrent connections 
both with single and double processor computers however gets beaten by Windows Media 9 
series on both performance tests but has a slightly greater increase in capable connections on 
the dual processor computer compared to the single. Darwin Streaming Server for Linux is 
recommended for Video-on-Demand applications that require a distributed model with many 
nodes since Darwin Streaming Server for Linux holds down the streaming server software costs 
but is not recommended where very many movie objects are streamed because of high format 
licensing costs.  

 
Darwin Streaming Server for Windows can not be recommended because of its higher 

price and lower performance than its Linux version. The only thinkable time that it can be 
recommended is if the used network architecture already contains Windows Server as operating 
system and installation of Linux is impossible or too expensive to perform. 

 
Helix Universal Server was excluded after the price evaluation because of its very high 

price and hence can nothing be said of the performance of the server. There are however 
certainly advantages of using the server, such as possibility to stream very many different 
formats. 

 
Windows Media 9 Series is a streaming server with rather high software cost but has low 

distribution costs. It has the best performance results in the tests both on single and dual 
processor computers. Windows Media 9 Series is recommended in solutions where not many 
streaming server nodes are used throughout the network because software cost will increase 
rapidly if that is the case. Windows Media 9 series is recommended where many distribution 
objects will be delivered because of its low distribution costs. The optimal situation for 
Windows Media 9 series is where a lot of movies will be delivered but where the peak of 
connections are below the capacity of one server. 
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APPENDIX 1: VIDEO-ON-DEMAND COMPONENTS & 
TECHNOLOGIES 

 
This appendix provides an overview and descriptions to the main components and 

technologies (besides streaming servers which are described in chapter 3) that are important in 
Video-on-Demand systems. 

 

A1.1 Video-on-Demand Network Communication 
Network and bandwidth considerations are central issues in any discussion of building a 

Video-on-Demand system. Digital media files are much larger than most types of computer 
files and delivering them requires large amounts of bandwidth.  

 
Maintaining streams of consistent quality depends on ensuring that every part of the 

network path has enough bandwidth to accommodate the stream it must carry. Unfortunately we 
have often not much control over the user’s connection to the Internet, this is referred to as the 
“last mile” problem – it does not matter how good your distribution network is if the user has a 
bad connection to the Internet. [5] p 417 

 
A1.1.1 Unicast and Multicast 

Unicast and multicast are the two most commonly distribution techniques used for 
streaming, where unicast is used for True Video-on-Demand and multicast is used for live 
broadcasts, for example live concerts. 

 
Unicast works in the way that the streaming server streams one individual stream to each 

user, whose IP address is stamped on each packet. This enables more interactivity for the user 
but requires a lot of power from the streaming server since so many streams must be distributed. 

 
Multicast works in the way that a single stream is sent out from a streaming server and 

clients connect to this stream. This gives fewer interactivity options for a user but the server is 
not as swamped with connections as in unicast distribution. The network that is transmitting the 
data must be multicast enabled to function properly.  

 
Combinations of the two distribution techniques can be used to minimize bandwidth and 

maximize coverage. For example is it possible to multicast inside a LAN (Local Area Network), 
unicast to users on the public Internet, and send a single stream via unicast to a server that 
multicast in another LAN. 

 
[5] p 760 

 
A1.1.2 Video-on-Demand Protocols 

A new set of network protocols has been developed to effectively support Video-on-
Demand. The TCP (Transport Control Protocol) is a reliable protocol with built-in error 
protection and retransmission capabilities. With audio and video, the user requires a continuous 
stream to view the source in real-time. Retransmission of data will cause delays. 

The alternative is to ignore lost packets. This may cause loss or distortion of a single video 
frame, but that is a transient event that will be ignored by the viewer. So for Video-on-Demand 
applications, timely delivery is more important than error-free transmission. 

 

A1.1.2.1  UDP – User Datagram Protocol 
UDP (User Datagram Protocol) is a transport protocol that ignores data errors and has 

neither the error correction, nor the flow control of TCP and is therefore often used as the 
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protocol for transmitting Video-on-Demand data. A problem with UDP can be that it may have 
problems getting through firewalls. 

 

A1.1.2.2  RTSP – Real-Time Streaming Protocol 
Both Apple QuickTime and the RealSystem use RTSP (Real-Time Streaming Protocol) as 

application-level protocol for the control of real-time data. RTSP provides an extensible 
framework that allows interactive, VCR-like control of the playback. 

 

A1.1.2.3  MMS – Microsoft Media Server 
Microsoft has a proprietary control protocol, MMS (Microsoft Media Server). MMS 

handles client interaction as the controls Play or Stop. MMS uses TCP as the delivery layer for 
this information but the media data can be transmitted separately over UDP or TCP. [4] p 16-20 

 

A1.2 Clients 
The clients that shall consume the media content in the Video-on-Demand system can 

consist of users that either have an ordinary PC or a Set-Top-Box which is easier to connect to 
a television set. Many consumers will probably want to have their TV as the centre 
entertainment point in the household which makes Set-Top-Boxes especially interesting for 
Video-on-Demand applications. 

 
There exist many software clients that can be used for viewing streaming media. The most 

common ones are Windows Media Player, Real One Player and Apple QuickTime. Another 
example of player is plug-ins, for example the EnvivioTV. This plug-in works as a shell around 
the existing player that the user has already installed which makes it possible to use the 
interface in for example Windows Media Player but still get the functionality and decoder 
provided by the plug-in, for example from Envivio. [7] 

 

A1.3 Compression 
It is not practically possible to stream high quality data without compression of the files 

that shall be streamed. Without compression, the bandwidth capacity that the clients must have 
will be very large. 

 
Compression reduces the number of bits used to represent each pixel in the image. The 

software that contains algorithms for compression and decompression of data that is to be 
streamed is called a codec, which is short for compression/decompression. Compression with 
the codec is made on the server side while the decompression takes place where the file is to be 
seen, for example in a media player. 

Codecs can be symmetrical or asymmetrical. Streaming media codecs are usually 
asymmetrical which means that the encoding process takes much more processing than the 
decoder. Since only one encoder is needed, but all the viewers need a decoder, it makes sense 
to put the complexity in the encoding end. Decoding must also be very fast since the user wants 
to see the content immediately. The processing power available for users is constantly 
increasing which makes it possible to implement more sophisticated algorithms into the codec 
products. [4] p 77, 152-153 

 

A1.4 Security 
It is essential for the content providers to protect their content. The Video-on-Demand 

system must therefore provide a security model that makes it impossible for users to distribute 
the content to other persons.  

 
 Digital Asset Management (DAM) and Digital Rights Management (DRM) solutions are 

specialized software tools that help keep the streaming media files protected. Some streaming 
media platforms come with such features built in, while others require third-party solutions. 
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DRM often involves a public key encryption system. For example works Windows Media 
Rights Manager in the way that the packaged media file is encrypted and locked with a key. 
This key is stored in an encrypted license, which is distributed separately. The URL where the 
license can be acquired is also embedded in the file. 

To play a packaged digital media file, the consumer must first acquire a license key to 
unlock the file. The process of acquiring a license begins automatically when the consumer 
attempts to acquire the protected content, acquires a pre-delivered license, or plays the file for 
the first time. Windows Media Rights Manager either sends the consumer to a registration page 
where information is requested or payment is required, or silently retrieves a license. [11] 
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APPENDIX 2: REQUIREMENTS ON A VIDEO-ON-
DEMAND SYSTEM 

 
Research and requirements elicitation in the SOFA project at Bluecom and Escenic has 

resulted in a requirements specification for a Video-on-Demand solution. The detailed 
requirements are extracted and presented below. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

SOFA Requirement Specification 
 

-Backend solution 
 

Version 1.3 
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1 Introduction 
 
This requirements specification is mainly outlined using “IEEE Recommended Practice for Software 
Requirements Specifications” (IEEE 830-1998). 
 
This specification is based around the following considerations: 
 

• Functionality. What is the system suppose to do? 
• External interfaces. How does the software interact with people, hardware, and other 

software? 
• Performance. What shall the speed, availability, response time, recovery time of various 

software functions, etc. be? 
• Attributes. What are the portability, correctness, maintainability, security and other 

considerations? 
• Design constraints imposed on an implementation. Are there any required standards in effect, 

implementation language, policies for database integrity, resource limits, operating 
environment(s) etc.? 

 
The requirements in this specification are based on interviews with persons within the Video-on-
Demand and streaming media industry, seminars within the area, discussions with stakeholders and 
studying of adequate literature and documentation. 
 

1.1 Purpose 
 
The purpose of this requirements specification is to provide a document that specifies what 
requirements that are to be met within the project. This document defines what the system is required 
to do and the circumstances under which it is required to operate. The specification does not provide 
requirements on how the user interface shall look but what main functionality shall be provided. The 
intended audience is mainly decision makers, designers and developers that are to implement the 
system. 
 

1.2 Scope and Background 
 
The name of the project is SOFA and the goal of the project is to make it possible to deliver media 
products as for example video, music and television via broadband to Bluecom´s broadband 
customers.  
 
Bluecom wish to extend its current offering to its customers with broadband services to increase the 
usefulness of the fast Internet connection. Video-on-Demand is said to be the next “killer app” for the 
Internet but so far the success has been absent mainly because the technology has not been developed 
enough. However streaming technology is a fast moving technology and the client hardware 
constraints is constantly getting lower, significantly increasing the chances for success radically larger 
today and in the near future. 
 

1.3 Definitions, Acronyms and Abbreviations 
 
Administration Interface – The interface where administrators handles all administrational tasks. 
Administrator – A person that has authority and responsibility to manage servers, monitor user 
activity and statistics. 
Axepta – The payment and billing system currently used at Bluecom. 
Compression Rate – How large the compression of the media object is. 
Content Management Interface – The interface where a content manager handles all content 
management tasks. 
Content Manager – A person that manages the content and look of the system. 
Content Management System Media Awareness – The ability for the content management system to be 
aware that a certain media is available in the system. 
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DRM – Digital Rights Management. Provides possibility to deliver media securely making it 
impossible to copy or share media objects. 
Edge Streaming Server – A streaming server that is standing somewhere in the network, in most cases 
closer to the user than the main streaming server. 
Media Attributes – Attributes that concerns a media object, for example title and length. 
Media Category – The category the media is associated with as for example Comedy or Jazz. 
Media Object – An object that contains media, for example a movie, music or a trailer. 
Media Preview – Short version of a media object that is provided to give a preview of the main media 
object to the user. 
Media Server Update – The synchronization of media between the main streaming server and the edge 
streaming servers. 
Main Streaming Server – The server where the media is first entered and then distributed to edge 
streaming servers. 
Profile – The profile for an individual in a household used to differentiate which person in the 
household that is using SOFA. 
Server Priority Chain – The chain of servers that users are directed to access media from, if not the 
first in the chain is available, the second is tried and so on. Which servers are available is stored in the 
content management storage. 
Software Client – Software that a user uses on his or her device to play the a media object. 
Media Type – The type of media the object can be defined as, for example music, movie or a TV 
program. 
User – A broadband connected Bluecom household. 
User Interface – The interface where a user browses and selects media and performs all surrounding 
activities. 
Username – A unique identification string or number that is sent to each Bluecom customer that is to 
access SOFA. 
 

1.4 Overview 
 
Section two in this requirement specification gives an overview of the requirements set on the product 
while section three defines the requirements in a more detailed and structured way. 
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2 Overall Description 
 
The system shall enable Bluecom to offer media as video and TV programs to its subscribers via their 
broadband connection. The users shall be able to search, select, pay and get the media content 
delivered to their PC or set-top-box.  

 
2.1 Product Perspective 
 
Figure 2-1 shows the main components in the SOFA product and its interface towards outer systems. 
Figure 2-1 is not meant to illustrate exact hardware specifications. 
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Figure 2-1: Main components in SOFA and its external systems 
 

2.1.1 External System Interfaces 
 

• SOFA and Payment and Billing system. The interface exists to handle billing information that 
the external system needs to be able to handle all payment issues that SOFA requires. 

 
• SOFA and Software Clients. The SOFA streaming servers must interact with the users’ local 

software client on their computer or set-top-box to be able to stream media to the user. SOFA 
will mainly stream media content individually to each user. 
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• SOFA and Customer Database. SOFA shall interact with Bluecom’s customer database to 
authorize customers who are paying via invoice from Bluecom. 

 
2.1.2 User Interfaces 
 

• User. A user shall access SOFA by interacting with his or her browser on a personal 
computer or via a set-top-box that contacts the www server with user interface. 

 
• Administrator. An administrator interacts with the system by using a web browser that 

accesses the administration management system with administration interface. 
 

• Content Manager. A content manager interacts with the content management system by 
using a web browser that accesses the content management system. 

 
2.1.3 Communications Interfaces 
 

• SOFA Servers and Software Clients. Transport communication of media data shall be 
performed over UDP (User Datagram Protocol). 

 
• Main Server and Edge Servers. Communication for pushing media content to Edge 

Streaming Servers will be performed over FTP (File Transfer Protocol). 
 

• Watchdog and SOFA Servers. Communication between the watchdog and the SOFA servers 
will take place over the TCP/IP protocol. 

 

2.2 General Product Functions 
 
2.2.1 User Functionality 
 

• A user shall be able to access the user interface available at http://www.sofa.tv using his or 
her browser. 

 
• A user shall be able to browse and search available media, see prices and information about 

each selected media object, select, pay for and access media objects. To access media objects 
a user will have to log in using his or her username and password. 

 
• A user shall be able to see his or her recent rentals. 

 
• A user shall be able to give and read reviews of media objects. 

 
2.2.2 Distribution Functionality 
 

• SOFA shall stream media content from the server that is most appropriate in terms of where 
the media object is available and where the streaming quality will be optimal. 

 
• SOFA shall determine what compression rate the media object shall have depending on what 

bandwidth capacity the user has. If the user does not have enough bandwidth capacity, he or 
she shall be informed that this is the case, this shall be performed before payment is made. 

 
2.2.3 Content Management Functionality 
 

• Only an authorized content manager that has logged in to the content management system 
shall be able to handle content management.  
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• If the proper authorization level is set, a content manager shall be able to add new media 

objects, remove media objects and edit media attributes that concerns the media, for 
example title, description, length, media type, media category, compression rate, subtitles, 
and price group. It shall be possible to manage subtitles for media objects where it is 
applicable. 

 
• A content manager shall be able to handle pricing by adding and editing price groups as for 

example “News” and its pricing. It shall be possible to define different times when the 
pricing shall be different than the usual for a specific media object or price group. It shall be 
possible to define offers as “rent three movies from a specific pricing group or three preset 
movies and pay for two”. It shall be possible to define exact timing from and until the offers 
will be available. A content manager shall be able to handle special offers based on multicast 
broadcasting at a given time. 

 
• It shall be possible for the content manager to add, remove and edit text, pictures, media 

previews and links in the user interface. 
 
2.2.4 Administration Functionality 
 

• An administrator shall be able to see current user activity, for example what media objects 
are currently being viewed. It shall be possible to search for a customer and view customer 
activity up to two month backwards in time. It shall be possible to see what media that has 
been bought, what the current bandwidth was, how many packets that was lost in the transfer 
and other customer activities as stopping and rewinding the media object.  

 
• It shall be possible to administrate distribution to the edge servers including possibilities to 

set what kind of caching solution that shall be used and under what time media server 
updates shall be performed. It shall be possible to administrate what edge servers that are 
available. It shall be possible to define what users and under what circumstances users are 
directed to what server for media streaming. The possibility to see how many customers that 
are accessing a certain server shall also be available. 
It shall also be possible to set customized availability to edge servers. For example a certain 
geographical area can not access certain servers. 

• It shall be able to see statistics over mostly seen movies over all categories and within media 
categories. Statistics over how many times a certain movie has been rented shall be possible 
to see. Statistics for how many times each file has been accessed shall be available. 

 
2.2.5 Storage and Hardware Functionality 
 

• The main SOFA server shall be located in Oslo containing all available media files. 
 
• Edge servers shall be placed in Bluecom’s phone centrals containing the most commonly 

accessed media. 

2.3 User Characteristics  
 

• User. A user is assumed to have basic computer knowledge and knows how to start his or her 
computer, access the Internet and install programs with easy installation procedures.  

 
• Administrator and Content Manager. It is assumed that these characters have above basic 

computer knowledge and have been introduced to the system. No deep technological 
knowledge within telecommunication, databases and networks are assumed. 

 

2.4 Constraints 
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• A user shall be able to access the user interface via a browser or a set-top-box. 
 
• An administrator shall be able to access the administration interface via a browser. 

 
• A content manager shall be able to access the content management interface via a browser. 

 
• The user interface shall be accessible from the URL http://www.sofa.tv. 

 

2.5 Apportioning of Requirements 
 
This section contains requirements that may be delayed until later versions of the product. 
 
2.5.1 Content Provider Administration 
 
A content provider shall be able to add, remove and see statistics over a certain media object. A 
content provider shall not be able to alter or see information about other content provider’s media 
objects. 
 
2.5.2 Access to non-Bluecom customers 
 
A customer that does not have Bluecom as ISP (Internet Service Provider) shall have the ability to 
rent media and pay by micro-payment, SMS (Short Messaging System) payment and credit card 
payment. 
 
2.5.3 User Profile Content Management 
 
Statistics over usage on a profile level is saved in SOFA and shall be used to modify the look and 
advertisement of the particular profile’s user interface. 
 
2.5.4 Advertising Possibilities 
 
Possibilities to have commercial ads automatically put in before after and in media objects shall be 
possible. 
 
2.5.5 Time Shifted TV 
 
Possibilities of having time shifted TV shall be available. It shall be possible to automatically set time 
codes when viewings shall be recorded and possibilities on when the content shall be available via 
Time Shifted TV and for how long. 

 
3 Specific Requirements 
 

3.1 External Interfaces 
3.1.1 Payment and Billing Interface (Axapta) 
 
PB-1 When the user has selected to rent a media object, the following information shall be sent 

to the billing and payment system: 
 

• CustomerID (Which customer has rented the media?) 
• Date of rental (When was it rented?) 
• Amount (How many?) 
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• Title (What was rented?) 
• Price (What does it cost?) 
• Currency (What currency shall be charged?) 
• Discount (Is there any discount on the price?) 
• Media Type (What type of media has been rented, Film/TV etc.?) 
• Media ID (Unique media ID) 

 
PB-2 SOFA shall get a positive confirmation message if payment has been successful. 
 
PB-3  SOFA shall get a negative confirmation message with appropriate reason if payment not 

has been successful. 
 
PB-4 SOFA and the payment and billing system shall interact using a standardized protocol 

accepted by most e-commerce solutions. 
 
PB-5 If the payment and billing system do not reply, an error message shall be displayed to the 

customer encouraging contacting customer support. 
 
3.1.2 Software Client Interface 
 
SC-1 SOFA shall be able to interact and stream media to the following software clients, possibly 

using an installed plug-in: 
 

• Microsoft Windows Media version 9 or higher and Windows Media for Mac OS 
X. 

• Apple QuickTime version 6 or later. 
 
SC-2 The transport protocol for streaming media data from SOFA servers to software clients 

shall be UDP (User Datagram Protocol) or a protocol that is run on UDP. 
 

3.2 Functions 
3.2.1 User Functionality 
 
UR-1 A user shall be able to access the user interface from a PC by accessing the URL 

http://www.sofa.tv in his or her Internet browser. The user interface shall immediately be 
accessible from a set-top-box after the set-up-box is started. 

 
UR-2 When entering the user interface shall a user be able to select his or her specific user 

profile by selecting it and providing a password if the user profile if password protected. 
 
UR-3 A fix user profile that can not be deleted shall be available. This profile shall be the one 

that can create new and delete user profiles and set the following attributes on them and the 
fix user profile: 

 
• Profile name 
• Allowance of adult material 
• Number of allowed rentals per month 
• Password protection (optional) 
• Gender (optional) 
• Age (optional) 

 
UR-4 A user shall be able to handle his or her own user profile by modifying the following 

attributes: 
 

• Profile name (for example Homer) 
• Favorite categories (for example Action and Thriller) 
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UR-5 A user shall be able to browse and search for media using the following media attributes: 
 

• Title 
• Type (TV, film, music etc.) 
• Category (Action, Comedy etc.) 
• Price Group 
• Available Subtitles 
• Available Languages 
• Performers (Actors, artists) 

 
 
UR-6 A user shall be able to see media previews, user reviews and user ratings where they are 

available. 
 
UR-7 To be able to access media objects and get them streamed to the customer’s software client 

he or she shall accept that the customer will be charged the specified sum. 
 
UR-8 After payment has been confirmed from the payment and billing system (Axapta), shall a 

user be able to access (see and/or hear) the selected media for the time that has been paid 
for. 

 
UR-9 If payment is denied from the payment and billing system Axapta shall an appropriate error 

message (error reason is sent by Axapta) be shown to the customer. 
 
UR-10 A user shall be able to see his or her rentals for two years back in time. 
 
UR-11 A user shall be able to give a review and select a rating (1-10) for a media object that has 

been rented.  
 
UR-12 A user shall only be able to give one review and one rating per rented media object. 
 
UR-13 The user interface shall support at least the Internet browsers Microsoft Internet Explorer 6 

or later, Netscape 6 or later and Opera 6 or later. 
 
UR-14 A user shall be able to set a limit for how many movies that can be rented in a month for 

the entire household. 
 
3.2.2 Distribution Functionality 
 
DB-1 When a media object is to be streamed to a user software client shall content be accessed 

from the server (edge or main) that contains the selected media and is optimal for 
streaming quality.  

 
DB-2 The SOFA streaming servers shall monitor user bandwidth when accessing media and 

media previews to be able to stream with proper compression rate.  
 
DB-3 A user shall be informed if the bandwidth or computer requirements are not met before any 

payment has been made. 
 
DB-4 The requested media object with correct format and encoding shall be delivered to the 

customer using unicast if payment is accepted from the user and the payment and billing 
system. 

 
DB-5 SOFA shall support multicast of for example TV-programs and radio. 
 
3.2.3 Content Management Functionality 
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CM-1 The content management interface shall be accessible via an Internet browser. 
 
CM-2  The content management interface shall support at least the Internet browsers Microsoft 

Internet Explorer 6 or later, Netscape 6 or later and Opera 6 or later. 
 
CM-3 The following authorization levels for content managers shall be available. All 

functionality available at a lower level is also included on higher levels. 
 

• 1. Possibility to add, remove and modify media attributes, including predefined 
media attributes. Possibility to manage text, images and links in the user interface. 
Possibility to handle reviews. 

 
• 2. Possibility to add and remove media from content management system media 

awareness. Possibility to add, remove and edit price groups. Possibility to create 
and edit offers as “buy two, get one for free”. 

 
• 3. Possibility to add, remove and modify content managers and their authorization 

levels. Possibility to add and remove physical media objects (files) from the 
servers and distribute media objects on the server network (to edge servers). 

 
CM-4 The following attributes shall be associated with each media object. 
 

• Title 
• Length 
• Type (TV, film, music etc.) * 
• Media ID 
• Description  
• Format (MPEG, WMV etc.) * 
• Categories (Action, Comedy etc. One media object can have many categories.) * 
• Price Group * 
• Price Offer Categories * 
• Available Subtitles * 
• Available Languages * 
• Available on Servers (On what servers, main, and/or edge servers is the media 

available?) * 
• Compression Rate * 
• Performers (Actors, artists) 
• Commercial Options (Bye or Rent) * 
• Distribution Possibilities (Unicast, multicast or broadcast etc.) * 
• Content Manufacturer (Manufacturer of the media content) * 
• Accessible for certain time (How long is the media accessible on rental?) *  
• User reviews 
• User ratings 
• Average user rating 

 
Attributes marked with * shall in the content management interface be available from a list 
of predefined values. 

 
CM-5 It shall be possible to add, remove and edit predefined media object attributes in the 

content management interface. 
 
CM-6 A content manager shall have the possibility to manage the user interface: 
 

• Add, remove and modify text. 
• Add, remove and modify images. 
• Add and remove media previews. 
• Manage linking between objects in the interface. 
• Manage user reviews of media. 
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CM-7 User reviews shall be accepted by a content manager before being available to users. 
 
CM-8 When adding content to the system, shall the file first be added to the main server. 
 
CM-9 Distribution of media objects to edge servers shall be handled automatically by SOFA but 

some management of the criteria can be set. The following distribution schemes shall be 
supported and be selectable by a content manager: 

 
• Distribute all media to all edge servers 
• Set amount of most popular media objects that will be available on the edge 

servers. If a requested file is not available on an edge server shall it be copied 
from the main server and replace the object that has the last time of access been 
accessed furthest back in time. 

 
CM-10 The media shall be encoded and streamed at least in the format MPEG-4 and WMV 

(Windows Media Video) for video media, MP3 and WMA (Windows Media Audio) for 
audio media. 

3.2.4 Administration Functionality 
 
AD-1 The administration interface shall be accessible via a browser. 
 
AD-2  The administration interface shall support at least the browsers Microsoft Internet Explorer 

6 or later, Netscape 6 or later and Opera 6 or later. 
 
AD-3 It shall be possible to monitor current user activity in the administration interface. The 

information that shall be provided for all active users is: 
 

• Username 
• Name 
• Media Title 
• User Bandwidth 
• Packets Lost 
• IP number 
• What server media is streamed from 
• Current status of media (playing, stopped etc.) 

 
AD-4 It shall be possible to monitor how many users that are connected to a certain server. 
 
AD-5 It shall be possible to see user history two years back in time. Search possibilities to find a 

certain customer shall be provided, search shall be possible to make on username and 
name. History information includes: 

 
• Username 
• Name 
• Media titles rented 
• Bandwidth at rental time 
• Packets lost for each media rental 
• IP number at time of rental 
• Which server was accessed 
• User media interaction (play, stop rewind, fast forward) 

 
AD-6 An administrator shall be able to manage servers by setting them  
 
AD-7 If no server with the requested media is available, a proper error message shall be shown to 

the user. 
 
AD-8 An administrator shall be able to set the amount of concurrent streams or percentage of 

CPU use on edge servers that is acceptable before no more streams can be added to the 
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specific server, i.e. is set to unavailable. Example: an edge server is set to handle 400 
concurrent streams to users or the amount of CPU usage is set to maximum 80%. If either 
of these values are exceeded, the server is set to be unavailable for new users until the 
usage has gone below 95% of the accepted value; the new users are redirected to the 
second server in the server priority chain. 

 
AD-9 An administrator shall be able to handle the different servers in the net. This shall be done 

by being able to disable, enable, remove and add servers from the system. A server shall 
have the following associated information: 

 
• IP number 
• Alias 
• Main or edge server 

 
Any administrational changes in the servers shall be reflected in the rest of the system, as 
the information about what server users shall access. 

 
AD-10 It shall be possible for an administrator to obtain statistics over the following things (for all 

and each media type on any given time-span): 
 

• Most commonly accessed media objects (also on age and gender). 
• Most commonly accessed media objects in each category (also on age and 

gender). 
• Most commonly accessed media objects on server level. 
• Most commonly accessed media objects on profile level. 
• Statistics over how many times a media object is viewed/heard during a rental 

time. 
• Statistics over broadcast viewings (also on age and gender). 
• Statistics over how many times media objects have been rented from SOFA. 

 
3.2.5 Storage and Hardware Functionality 
 
SH-1 The main server shall be located in Oslo and contain all available media objects. 
 
SH-2 Edge servers shall be located in Bluecom’s phone centrals containing the most commonly 

accessed media. 
 
SH-3 It shall be possible to place edge servers on other locations, as for example hotels. 
 
SH-4 Information about user activity, such as most commonly accessed categories shall be saved 

on a user profile level. 
 
3.2.6 Other System Functionality 
 
SM-1 A watchdog shall perform monitoring of existing servers in SOFA checking that all is 

available, if not, they are set to non available in the content management database. 
 
SM-2 The watchdog shall communicate with SOFA servers by trying to access a specified media 

file on the servers every five minutes. If no response can be received, the server that has 
not replied is set to unavailable. The watchdog continues to check a server that does not 
respond and sets it to available if it starts to respond. 

 
SM-3 All servers (edge and main) shall be accessible remotely to be able to administrate them 

properly. 

 
3.3 Performance Requirements 
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PF-1 It shall take no more than 30 minutes for a user with basic computer skills to configure his 

or her computer or set-top-box for accessing media the first time of using SOFA. 
 
PF-2 A user with 500 Kbps bandwidth capacity shall be able to access the most capacity 

demanding media objects in SOFA if he or she has a computer with the following capacity 
(or corresponding performance from other manufacturer): 

 
• Intel Pentium3 700Mhz processor with motherboard integrated graphical card and 

128 MB RAM. 
• Intel Pentium3 500Mhz processor with external graphical card with at least 64 

MB memory and 128 MB RAM. 
 
PF-3 A user shall obtain near-DVD-quality for video at 500 Kbps at full screen. 
 
PF-4 A user shall obtain near DVD-quality for video at 800 Kbps and higher at full screen. 
 
PF-5 A user shall obtain near CD-quality for audio at 192 Kbps. 
 
PF-6 A user shall obtain CD-quality for audio at 500 Kbps and higher. 
 
PF-7  A main or edge streaming server shall be able to unicast streams to at least 200 

simultaneous connections of requests of the same video file that is decoded at 500 Kbps 
and with dimensions 720x576. 

  

3.4 System Attributes 
 

3.4.1 Reliability 
 
RB-1 95% of the users shall experience no problem with bandwidth going under 500 Kbps while 

accessing media. 
3.4.2 Availability 

 
AB-1 The availability of the SOFA system shall be 99% or higher. 
3.4.3 Security 
 
SC-1 Data transfer between the main server and edge servers shall be performed using 128 bit 

encryption (Secure FTP). 
 
SC-2 When a user logs in using username and password, it shall be performed over SSL (Secure 

Socket Layer). 
 
SC-3 When an administrator logs in using username and password, it shall be performed over 

SSL (Secure Socket Layer). 
 
SC-4 When a content manager logs in using username and password, it shall be performed over 

SSL (Secure Socket Layer). 
 
SC-5 When a user is to access media, the connection to ADSL customers be verified using 

PPPoE (Point to Point Protocol over Ethernet). 
 
SC-6 It shall be impossible to access media from SOFA without paying for the content. 
 
SC-7 A DRM (Digital Rights Management) system used shall be used. The used system shall be 

accepted by main content providers of movies, TV programs and music. 
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SC-8 The DRM system shall ensure that only the unique software client that is being streamed to 
can view that unique stream. 

 
SC-9 The selected DRM system shall prevent users from spreading SOFA media to other people. 
 
3.4.4 Maintainability 
 
MB-1 SOFA shall be built in a way that it is easy to replace streaming software on the streaming 

servers with other streaming software. 
 
MB-2 SOFA shall easily be extendable in forms of servers and media storage capacity. 
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APPENDIX 3: CALCULATIONS ON AN IMAGINARY 
VIDEO-ON-DEMAND APPLICATION 

 
This appendix provides a few imaginary examples of how the cost will differ depending on 

which streaming server that is chosen and how the pre defined factors differ. Main focus will 
lie on calculations for Darwin Streaming Server for Linux and Windows Media. Calculations 
will be based on performance results from the dual CPU hardware. 345 362 

 
 

Example1 
Number of customers: 10 000 

Number of movies rented per year: 100 000 

Maximum simultaneous viewings: 1000 

Darwin Streaming Server for Linux  

Software cost (at least 3 servers needed): $0 
Delivery cost / year: $2000 
Total cost / year: $2000 
 
Windows Media 9 Series  

Software cost (at least 3 servers needed): $3000 
Delivery cost / year: $0 
Total cost: $3000 
 
With the described scenario will Windows Media 9 series be cheaper to use already after 1.5 years of 
usage. 
 

Example2 
Number of customers: 10 000 

Number of movies rented per year: 100 000 

Maximum simultaneous viewings: 3000 

Darwin Streaming Server for Linux  

Software cost (at least 9 servers needed): $0 
Delivery cost / year: $2000 
Total cost / year: $2000 
 
Windows Media 9 Series  

Software cost (at least 9 servers needed): $9000 
Delivery cost / year: $0 
Total cost: $9000 
 
With the described scenario will Windows Media 9 series be cheaper to use after 4.5 years of usage. 
 
We see that the factor that is of main importance between the two selected servers is the maximum 
simultaneous viewings that our application will have. If we can decrease this number will we be 
forced to use fewer servers and Windows media will in that case be a better choice than if many 
servers must be used.  
 
 
 


